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Abstract—In order to cope efficiently with the dependability analysis of redundant systems with replicated units, a new, more compact

fault-tree formalism, called Parametric Fault Tree (PFT), is defined. In a PFT formalism, replicated units are folded and indexed so that

only one representative of the similar replicas is included in the model. From the PFT, a list of parametric cut sets can be derived,

where only the relevant patterns leading to the system failure are evidenced regardless of the actual identity of the component in the

cut set. The paper provides an algorithm to convert a PFT into a class of High-Level Petri Nets, called SWN. The purpose of this

conversion is twofold: to exploit the modeling power and flexibility of the SWN formalism, allowing the analyst to include statistical

dependencies that could not have been accommodated into the corresponding PFT; to exploit the capability of the SWN formalism to

generate a lumped Markov chain, thus alleviating the state explosion problem. The search for the minimal cut sets (qualitative analysis)

can be often performed by a structural T-invariant analysis on the generated SWN. The advantages that can be obtained from the

translation of a PFT into a SWN are investigated considering a fault-tolerant multiprocessor system example.

Index Terms—Dependability analysis, parametric fault tree, stochastic well-formed nets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MODEL types used in dependability analysis can be
divided in two broad classes: combinatorial models

and state-space-based models. Combinatorial models as-
sume that components are statistically independent and
have a poorer modeling power with respect to state-space
models coupled with higher analytical tractability. Among
combinatorial models, Fault Trees (FT) have become very
popular in the dependability analysis of large safety-
critical systems [1], [2]. The goal of FT analysis (FTA) is to
represent the combination of elementary causes that lead
to the occurrence of an undesired catastrophic event,
denoted as the Top Event (TE). The classical FTA
methodology [3] is based on the following assumptions:
1) components are represented by binary events (working/
nonworking); 2) relationships between events and causes
are represented by means of logical AND and OR gates;
3) events are statistically independent.

In FTA, the analysis is carried out in two steps: a
qualitative step and a quantitative step. In the qualitative
step, the list of all the possible combinations of events (the
prime implicants or minimal cut sets MCS) leading to the TE is
determined. This step is of crucial importance in depend-
ability analysis and safety studies since it allows the analyst

to enumerate all the possible causes of failure for the system
and to rank them according to their logical criticality. In
highly redundant systems, similar replicas generate similar
subtrees, and the number of MCS increases combinatorially
with the number of replicas.

If a probability of occurrence can be assigned to each leaf
of the FT, the quantitative step can be carried out and the
probability of occurrence of the TE (and of any MCS) can be
calculated under the hypothesis of s-independence. The
s-independent assumption reduces the modeling power of
the FT methodology and prevents its utilization when the
failure or repair behavior of a unit depends on the state of
the system. Typical s-dependences in the failure process
arise when a unit is in a cold (spare) or warm stand-by
condition [4], or when more complex failure-errors hand-
ling models, with respect to the single permanent fault,
need to be taken into account (e.g., transient or intermittent
faults). More importantly, s-dependences arise when
actions are possible to restore a component, a subsystem,
or the whole system to a previous condition after a fault
(repair, roll-back, retry, rejuvenation).

State-space-based approaches (like Markov models)
overcome this limitation, but require the solution to be
computed over a set of linear differential equations whose
number increases exponentially with the number of
components. In recent years, several papers have tried to
combine the simplicity of the FT language with the
modeling power of state-space-based models, either by
converting the FT into an equivalent Petri net (PN) [5], [6],
[7] or by identifying independent subtrees, and by solving
dependencies inside each subtree by resorting to their state-
space (Markovian) representation [8], [9], [4], [10].
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In an attempt to cope more efficiently with redundant
systems of large dimensions and to merge the
FT representation with state-space-based models, the
present paper defines a new, more compact, high-level
FT formalism (that we refer to as Parametric Fault Tree

—PFT). In the new PFT formalism, replicated units are
folded and indexed by means of suitable parameters
(identifying the level of redundancy) so that only one
representative of the various similar replicas is included
in the model. However, in contrast with the recent paper
in [11], the replicas are distinguishable through the
parameter value. The PFT formalism, proposed in this
paper, also allows the MCS to be parameterized, thus
alleviating the search for the possible combinations of
events leading to the TE and evidencing a reduced
number of significant failure patterns.

The second part of the paper is devoted to show how the
PFT formalism can be automatically converted into a
particular class of High-Level SPN called Stochastic Well-

formed Nets (SWN) [12]. The related conversion algorithm is
then provided. The first goal of this conversion is to exploit
the modeling power and flexibility of the SWN formalism,
which allows the analyst to capture statistical dependencies
(including nonpermanent failure modes or repair and
recovering actions) that could not have been accommo-
dated into the corresponding PFT. Hence, a complete
characterization of the system availability under various
repair and recovery conditions can be undertaken. More-
over, with respect to the previous attempts aimed at
converting a flat FT into a GSPN [6], [7], the second goal of
the proposed conversion is to alleviate the state-space
explosion problem by resorting to a compact symbolic
state-space representation provided by the SWN. Finally,
the list of the MCS of the PFT (the qualitative analysis) can
be obtained from the structural properties of the corre-
sponding SWN by resorting to a T-invariant analysis. The
potentialities of the PFT formalism and of its conversion
into a SWN, are illustrated through a running example
inspired from [6]. With respect to the extensive work of
Dugan et al. [8], [4], [10] on dynamic fault trees with
dependent gates, our approach has the merit of providing a
more compact representation at the FT level and of offering
a more versatile and powerful way to represent depen-
dencies in a high-level language (the SWN). However, in
order to make the translation technique conveniently
applicable in practice, an initial modularization of the
original FT must be performed aimed at searching minimal
subtrees with dependences [13], [9], [10] that require an
higher-level analysis.

The PFT formalism is defined in Section 2. The
conversion algorithm from a PFT into a SWN is described
in Section 3. Section 4 discusses how to derive the prime
implicants of the PFT from the structural properties of the
SWN (T-invariant analysis). Finally, Section 5 discusses the
most relevant features and advantages of the translation
from PFT to SWN including the possibility of modifying the
reference model to include statistical dependencies that
could not have been accommodated in the corresponding
FT formalism.

2 PARAMETRIC FAULT TREE

The basic idea behind PFT stems from the observation that
often, due to the redundancy of the system to be modeled, a
FT may contain several similar subtrees. To make the
description more compact, the similar subtrees may be
folded and parameterized, so that only one representative is
explicitly included in the model, while, at the same time, the
identity of each replica is maintained through the parameter
value. In the top/down construction of a FT, each time
replicated units are encountered, a typed parameter can be
introduced whose value ranges over the number of replicas.
A parameter is declared in a node called a replicator node or
simply replicator. Each replicator generates as many subtrees
as the possible combinations of values of the parameters
declared in the node.

The present section proceeds along the following line. In
Section 2.1, the redundant multiprocessor system, that will
be used as a running example throughout the paper [6], [7],
is introduced. In Section 2.2, a descriptive definition of the
PFT formalism is provided (the formal definition is deferred
to the Appendix). Section 2.3 describes an unfolding
algorithm to convert a PFT into a standard FT. Section 2.4
describes how to derive parametric MCS and, finally, in
Section 2.5, the quantitative analysis of a PFT is addressed.

2.1 The Multiprocessor Example

A multiprocessor system (Fig. 1) comprises n independent
subsystems S1; . . . ; Sn. Each subsystem Si (i ¼ 1; . . . ; n) is
composed of one processor Pi, one local memory Mi, and m
replicated mirrored disk units Di;j, where the index i ¼
1; . . . ; n refers to the subsystem and the index j ¼ 1; . . . ;m
numbers the disk replica inside the subsystem.

The system redundancy is augmented by a shared
common memory Mg that can replace any single local
memory Mi. A single bus B connects the n subsystems and
the shared common memory. The complete system failure
occurs when the bus B fails or with a ðk : nÞ voting
mechanism over the n subsystems. Each subsystem fails if
the processor fails or all the disks fail or both the local as
well as the shared memory fail. For each generic component
Xi, we introduce a Boolean variable XðiÞ representing the
binary state of the component. XðiÞ represents the compo-
nent failure and XðiÞ the component working.

By assuming that TE is the overall system failure, the
standard FT representation is reported in Fig. 2, where the
voting mechanism is represented by an implicit ðk : nÞ gate
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the multiprocessor example.



(Fig. 5a), and only the subtree related to subsystem S1 is
completely developed. The number of basic leaves is equal to
the number of components and is g iven by :
Ntot ¼ nðmþ 2Þ þ 2.

The prime implicants of the logic expression of the TE in
disjunctive normal form are the MCS and provide the
minimal combinations of elementary components whose
simultaneous failure leads to the TE. In order to derive the
MCS, the implicit ðk : nÞ gate must be first expressed into a
logically equivalent representation with AND and OR gates
only. The explicit representation of an implicit ð2 : 3Þ gate is
represented in Fig. 5b. In general, the explicit representation
of an implicit ðk : nÞ gate implies

NS ¼ n
n� kþ 1

� �

AND gates (one for each distinct combination of ðn� kþ 1Þ
input events out of the n input events) plus one OR gate.
Hence, the output event of a ðk : nÞ gate occurs when at
least ðn� kþ 1Þ input events have occurred, or in other
words, it cannot occur if k or more input events have not yet
occurred. The ðk : nÞ gate with k ¼ n is equivalent to an OR
gate and with k ¼ 1 is equivalent to an AND gate. Once the
implicit ðk : nÞ gate is substituted by its explicit representa-
tion, the list of MCS can be derived using standard
algorithms [14]. Computational saving, in the manipulation
of the logical expression of the TE, can be obtained by
resorting to binary decision diagrams (BDD) [15], [10].

For a ð2 : 3Þ voting system with two disks for each
subsystem (n ¼ 3, k ¼ 2, and m ¼ 2), the list of the MCS,
ordered by importance (number of basic events), is reported
in Table 1. Table 1 shows that the TE is given by the
disjunction of 28 MCS of which one MCS is of order 1, 3
MCS are of order 2, 15 MCS are of order 3, and 9 MCS are of
order 4.

2.2 The PFT Formalism

Before proceeding with the definition, let us note that,
despite its name clearly suggesting a tree structure, an FT is

often represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (see,

for example, the basic event Mg in Fig. 2, shared by several

subtrees). The tree structure can be restored by simply

replicating all the shared events, while maintaining the

same label to guarantee that the semantics is the same. Note

also that in the tree interpretation the most natural arc

orientation for the arcs is from the root to the leaves, and

this orientation could thus be maintained in the DAG

representing a given FT. On the other hand, the FT also has

a logic circuit interpretation, the gate nodes have inputs

(corresponding to the children nodes in the tree structure),

and a single output (corresponding to the parent node in

the tree), hence the arc orientation here is reversed (from the

basic events to the top event). In the rest of the paper, the

logic circuit interpretation is adopted, hence referring to

event nodes as input/output of a gate node.
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Fig. 2. FT of the running example for n subsystems and m disk units for each subsystem.

TABLE 1
List of MCS for the FT of Fig. 2



Parametric Fault Tree. A Parametric Fault Tree (PFT) is a
bipartite DAG whose nodes are either events (E) or gates
(G). The PFT comprises the following primitive elements:
Arcs A (connecting nodes in E with nodes in G and nodes in
G with nodes in E), types T , event classes EC, identifiers I ,
parameters P, labels L, and failure rates R. (For a formal
definition see the Appendix).

The set of event nodes E. Event nodes are represented as
boxes on the PFT. There is a single node in E, called the TE
(top event), which is not input to any gate node. Basic events
BE are events for which further subdivision is not necessary
and, therefore, they are not output of any gate node; BE are
denoted by a circle next to the event box (and they are the
leaves in the tree structure interpretation of the PFT).

The set of gates G. Gates can belong to one of the following
categories: AND, OR, implicit ðk : nÞ.

The set of types T . It is a set of finite and disjoint non-
empty sets.

The set of event classes EC. An event class is a collection of
similar events. BEC 2 EC is the subset including only classes
of basic events.

The identifiers of an event class I . It is a function associating
each event class E 2 EC with the set of event identifiers
within the class, expressed as a Cartesian product of types
from T . If an event class contains only one event, the
corresponding identifier can be omitted.

The set of typed parameters P. Parameters are used in the
event node labels. Parametric events identify a generic event
in a given class. A parameter must be associated with a type
from T , and the function typeðxÞ returns the type of a
parameter x. A parameter must be declared in exactly one
event node. Event nodes where a parameter is declared are
called replicators (RE) and are represented as dashed boxes.

There are some constraints in the way parameters can be
declared to ensure that the PFT is consistent. These
constraints become more evident when the unfolding of a
PFT is considered (Section 2.3). A parameter is consistently
and unambiguously declared in a replicator r 2 RE if, in the

subtree whose root is r, there exists at least one event e

(which might be r itself) such that the declared parameter
appears in the label of e, moreover, for each such event e,
the parameter appears in the labels of all the events along
the path from r to e. If at least one basic event e has this
property, then the PFT is also nonredundant.

The labeling function L. It assigns to each event node a
label denoting a (possibly parametric) event; the label is
composed by a symbol specifying the event class E 2 EC
and a (parametric) identifier (omitted if class E contains
only one event).

The set of arcs A. Arcs define the structure of the PFT and
connects nodes of type E with G and nodes of type G with E.
Adopting the arc orientation corresponding to the logic
circuit interpretation, each gate node (G) has a single output
and many inputs; a ðk : nÞ gate has exactly one input node,
which must be a replicator r 2 RE with a declared
parameter pertaining to a type in T of cardinality n (hence,
r actually represents n events).

Event class failure ratesR. It is a function assigning to each
basic event class a failure rate, needed for quantitative
analysis purposes (see Section 2.5).

The PFT has a single root called TE while all basic events
(BE) are terminating nodes. Moreover, in order to guarantee
consistency, if more than one (nonbasic) event with equal
labels appear in the PFT, only one of them has its subtree
explicitly reported, while the others are terminal (their
subtrees do not appear), with the convention that all the
nodes with equal label are defined by equal subtrees, up to
parameters renaming.

The PFT for the running example described in Section 2.1
is drawn in Fig. 3. In the example, the set of types T
contains two elements: the type C1 of cardinality n

identifying the subsystems and the type C2 of cardinality
m identifying the disk units inside each subsystem. The
event classes EC correspond to the elementary components
(processor P , memory M, disk D, bus B) and modules
obtained by the combination of elementary components
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Fig. 3. PFT of the running example.



(disk moduleDM, memorymoduleMM, and subsystem S).

Labels are formed by the name of the event class and a list

of parameters: the event e indicating the failure of an

element of class P (processor) pertaining to subsystem i 2
C1 has label LðeÞ ¼ P ðiÞ; the label LðeÞ ¼ Dði; jÞ indicates

the event e: ”failure of disk j 2 C2 in subsystem i 2 C1.” B

or Mg are unique events in their classes and do not need to

be specified by any identifier. In Fig. 3, the parameter i of

type C1 is declared in the replicator labeled SðiÞ, and the

parameter j of type C2 is declared in the replicator labeled

Dði; jÞ. Function R defines the failure rates of disks (RðDÞ),
processors (RðPÞ), memories (RðMÞ and RðMgÞ), and the

bus (RðBÞ).
The structural complexity of the PFT of Fig. 3 does not

depend on the number of elements inside each event class.

Exactly the same model structure can represent any number

of subsystems and any number of disks by appropriately

setting the cardinality of the corresponding types C1 and C2.

2.3 PFT Unfolding

A standard fault tree (FT) is a restriction of a PFT in which

all types in T are of cardinality one and the set of

parameters P is empty. An FT can be obtained from a

PFT by an unfolding procedure. The unfolding is achieved

by 1) replicating each event node with parametric label as

many times as the number of possible instantiations of its

parameters, 2) replicating each gate node as many times as

the number of possible instantiations of the parameters

declared on the path connecting it to the TE, and then

3) connecting the replicated event and gate nodes that were

derived from connected nodes in the PFT through the same
parameters instantiation.

The PFT unfolding can be described in a more intuitive
and constructive way as a sequence of successive substitu-
tions of the subtrees with a replicator root, starting from
those subtrees that do not contain any other replicator and
continuing until no more replicators exist. Each such subtree
must be substituted by as many replicas as the possible
assignments of values to the parameters declared in the
replicator root. Applying the unfolding procedure to the
PFT of Fig. 3, first the subtree whose root is labeledDði; jÞ is
replicated m-times over the parameter j 2 C2, with the
m replicas identified by the assignments j ¼ 1; . . . ;m. Then,
the subtree corresponding to the SðiÞ 2 RE is unfolded. The
illustrated procedure yields back the FT of Fig. 2.

Given the above unfolding procedure, the reason for
introducing the constraints on the parameters declaration in
Section 2.2 becomes clear: the declaration in a replicator
event re 2 RE of a parameter that is never used in any path
from re to a basic event, or that appears in some paths, but
not in all the nodes of that path, means either that the FT is
ambiguous (Fig. 4b) or redundant (Fig. 4c).

2.4 Derivation of Parametric Cut Sets from the PFT

The qualitative analysis of a PFT has the advantage of
providing the list of (nonminimal) cut sets in a compact
parametric form, where the relevant failure patterns leading
to the TE are evidenced regardless of the actual identity of
the basic events entering in the cut set. The qualitative
analysis of a PFT proceeds by a suitable rearrangement of
standard algorithms for the search of cut sets [14], [3]. The
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Fig. 5. ðk : nÞ gate: (a) implicit representation; (b) explicit representation for the ð2 : 3Þ case; (c) PFT representation with a single replicator node.

Fig. 4. Constraints in the parameters usage. (a) PFT portion satisfying the constraints. (b) Event B ambiguously defined (in the unfolding two different

definitions of B are present). (c) Redundant PFT (the definition of B(i) is the same for all i and as a consequence the definition of C(i) is the same for

all i).



analysis proceeds recursively from the TE to the basic

events: each time an OR, AND, or ðk : nÞ gate is

encountered, the following expansion rules are applied.

ORGate. Given that event E 2 E is the output of an OR gate

whose inputs are given by nonreplicator events (either

events or basic events) e1; e2; . . . ; ek and replicator events

reðj1Þ; . . . ; reðjnÞ with declared parameter j1 of type

T 1; . . . ; jn of type T n, the logical expression becomes:

E ¼
X
i¼1;k

ei þ
X
‘¼1;n

X
j‘2T ‘

reðj‘Þ: ð1Þ

AND Gate. Given that event E 2 E is the output of an AND

gate whose inputs are given by nonreplicator events

(either events or basic events) e1; e2; . . . ; ek and replicator

events reðj1Þ; . . . ; reðjnÞ with declared parameter j1 of

type T 1; . . . ; jn of type T n, the logical expression

becomes:

E ¼
Y
i¼1;k

ei �
Y
‘¼1;n

Y
j‘2T ‘

reðj‘Þ: ð2Þ

(k:n) Gate. Let E 2 E be the output of a ðk : nÞ gate whose

input is necessarily a replicator with a declared

parameter j pertaining to a type Tj of cardinality n

(Fig. 5b). Let

NS ¼ n
n� kþ 1

� �
ð3Þ

be the number of the combinations of ðn� kþ 1Þ distinct
elements in a set of cardinality n, and let � denote the set

of such combinations: � ¼ f�1; �2; . . . ; �NS
g, where

each �i ði ¼ 1; . . . ; NSÞ is a list of ðn� kþ 1Þ distinct

elements of T j. The logical explicit expression becomes:

E ¼
X

i¼1;NS

Y
‘2�i

reð‘Þ: ð4Þ

The logical expression for the TE , obtained by applying

(1), (2), and (4), may be neither minimal nor in disjunctive

form: the discussion on how to transform it is out of the

scope of this paper. Applying the described algorithm to the

PFT of Fig. 3, the logical expression for the TE becomes:

TE ¼ Bþ
X

i¼1;NS

Y
‘2�i

P ð‘Þ þMgMð‘Þ þ
Y
j2C2

Dð‘; jÞ
" #

: ð5Þ

Explicit solution of (5) provides the logical expression of
the TE in disjunctive normal form. Such expression entails
NMCS implicants (cut sets) given by the following expression:

NMCS ¼ ½1þNS � 3ðn�kþ1Þ�: ð6Þ

For the sake of comparison, the list of parametric MCS
with n ¼ 3, k ¼ 2, and m ¼ 2 is reported in Table 2. In this
case, NS ¼ 3 and � ¼ ff1; 2g; f1; 3g; f2; 3gg.

By allowing a parametric MCS representation, the list of

MCS reduces considerably, especially with highly redun-

dant systems. The advantage from the point of view of the

user is that similar MCS are grouped into equivalence

classes thus evidencing only the relevant failure patterns. In

the example, the parametric MCS are reduced to seven

groups.
If the system had five subsystems with a ð3 : 5Þ failure

logic, the application of (6) would provide a total count of
271 MCS. The groups of parametric cut sets would consist
of 11 elements, only.

2.5 Quantitative Analysis of a PFT

Quantitative analysis deals with probabilistic information

about the occurrence of the TE and of any event (and MCS)

appearing in the PFT. The needed information to quantify a

PFT consists of the probability of occurrence of the basic

events be 2 BE. If all the basic events pertaining to the same

event class are identical, they share the same failure

probability and only one probability per event class needs

to be provided. Moreover, since by the hypothesis of

independence, the probability of each MCS is given by the

product of the probabilities of the basic events appearing in

the MCS. Also, the MCS in the same parametric group share

the same occurrence probability. Note that the hypothesis of

equal probability inside each event class is not mandatory

since each event in the class maintains its identity through

the parameter value; however, this hypothesis allows for

the reduction the complexity of computing the TE occur-

rence probability. In fact, since the MCS are not mutually

exclusive, the computation of the TE probability entails the

computation of ð2NMCS � 1Þ terms and, for this reason,

various bounds to the exact formula have been provided in

the literature [14]. The number of terms can decrease

dramatically if the MCS can be grouped into subsets

sharing the same occurrence probability.
The definition of PFT in Section 2.2 allows only identical

events in each class, but the extension needed to relax this
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List of Parametric MCS for the PFT of Fig. 2



constraint are straightforward and can be easily accommo-
dated also in the PFT to SWN translation algorithm
presented in next section.

The most common assumption in the dependability
practice is that components are assigned an exponentially
distributed failure time. This assumption means that the
probability of having a generic componentXi faulty at time t
(i.e., the probability associated to the binary basic event
labeled XðiÞ) is PrðXi; tÞ ¼ 1� e��Xi

t, where �Xi
is the

failure rate of component Xi. Given the failure rate of each
component, the probability of occurrence of any MCS and
the probability of the TE at time t, can be computed.

3 TRANSLATION RULES FROM PFT TO SWN

A SWN model [12] comprises a net structure and a color

structure. The net structure is a bipartite graph with two

type of nodes: places and transitions. The color structure

includes the definition of the basic color classes (which are

simply disjoint, finite nonempty sets) and of the color

inscriptions associated with places, transitions, and arcs.
The places define the state of the modeled system as the

transitions the possible events that may cause a state
change in the system; the arcs, connecting places, and
transitions describe how the occurrence of an event affects
the system state.

In SWN, an identity can be associated with tokens into

places (and this is sometimes expressed as tokens having

colors as opposed to the black, indistinguishable tokens of

plain PN). Moreover, transition firing can be parameterized

to allow different (colored) state changes depending on the

parameter values. The so-called color domain of a place

(expressed in the form of Cartesian product of basic color

classes) is used to define the possible colors that the tokens

can take in that place. However, the color domain of a

transition comprises the definition of the possible values

that its parameters can take: each parameter can take values

only within a given basic color class; moreover, a guard can

be associated with a transition to further restrict the allowed

range of values for its parameters.

In the context of a PFT translation, a place represents the

failure events in a given class, and the tokens in that place

are colored with the identity of the events in the class. The

occurrence of a failure event is represented by a (para-

metric) transition firing: the parameters (also called vari-

ables) associated with the transition correspond to the

parametric identifier of a failure event in a given class.

When a transition fires, its parameters are bound to suitable

values, so that the firing of a transition representing a class

of failure events refers to a specific event in the class.

In the running example, a place may model the processor

failure, and the presence of a token with associated

identifier i ¼ 2 in this place means that the processor in

subsystem 2 has failed (or, more formally, that the basic

event with label P ð2Þ has occurred). Similarly, we may have

a transition representing the occurrence of processor failure

events with associated parameter i which can take values in

the identifiers of the processor failure event class. The firing of

this transition, when its parameter i is bound to a value 2,

causes the addition of a token with associated identifier 2

into the failed processors place: this is obtained by associating

the proper arc function (denoted by < i > in SWN ) with

the arc connecting the transition to the place in the model.
Let us now introduce the notation that is used in the

following. A Stochastic Well-formed Net is a 9-tuple:
N ¼ hP; T ;Pre;Post; Inh;pri; C; cd;wi, where: P and T

are disjoint finite nonempty sets corresponding to the places
and transitions of N , C is the set of finite basic color classes,
cd defines the color domain of each place and transition;
Pre½p; t�;Post½p; t� are the pre and postincidence matrices,
expressed in the form of arc expressions, Inh½p; t� defines the
inhibitor arcs and associated arc expressions, pri is the
transition priority function, andw is a T indexed vector that
assigns rates/weights to timed/immediate transitions. We
use the following additional symbols: TI � T for the
immediate transitions (with priority greater than zero) and
TT � T for the timed transitions (with priority equal to zero).

The translation function N ¼ T RANSðFÞ that converts
a PFT F into an equivalent SWN model N is constructively
defined in the sequel:

. The basic color classes of N are the types of F :C¼T .

. The places of N are in one to one correspondence
with the event classes in F :

P ¼ fX:dn : X 2 ECg; cdðX:dnÞ ¼ IðXÞ:

The color domain of place X:dn, denoted cdðX:dnÞ,
is equal to the set of identifiers associated with event
class X (in general, it is expressed as a Cartesian
product of basic color classes). In case the class
comprises only one event, then the place has a
neutral color � (tokens are just black dots).

. The timed transitions of N are in one to one
correspondence with the basic event classes in F :

TT ¼ fX:f : X 2 BECg; 8X:f : Post½X:f;X:dn�
¼ Inh½X:f;X:dn� ¼< i1; . . . ; in > :

Each transition X:f is connected with place X:dn

through an output and an inhibitor arc (see Fig. 6a).
Both arcs have an associated expression < i1;

. . . ; in > representing a parametric identifier for an
event in class X. The firing of a transition X:f

requires the instantiation of the parameters in the
tuple < i1; . . . ; in > labeling the arc. Hence, each
firing of X:f is characterized by a tuple of values
< c1; . . . ; cn > (so that the value cj is assigned to
parameter ij) corresponding to an event identifier of
class X. Firing of transition X:f puts a token with
color < c1; . . . ; cn > into place X:dn representing the
fact that failure event Xðc1; . . . ; cnÞ has occurred. The
rate w½X:f � of the exponentially distributed firing
time associated with transition X:f is the failure rate
of the corresponding components in the system,
defined in the PFT as F :RðXÞ.

. The immediate transitions TI inN re derived from the
translation of the gates inF . Let us consider a specific
gate g, and let e be the (unique) output node of g in F
(i.e., ðg; eÞ 2 A), with label LðeÞ ¼ Y ðv1; . . . ; vkÞ. Let ei
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(i ¼ 1; . . . ;m) be the input nodes of g (i.e., ðei; gÞ 2 A)
with LðeiÞ ¼ Xiðx1; . . . ; xni

Þ.
Each gate node is translated into a different

subnet depending on the gate type: If g is an OR

gate, it is translated into a set of m immediate
transitions T RANSðgÞ ¼ ftg;1; . . . ; tg;mg and related
arcs, if g instead is an AND gate or a ðk : nÞ gate, it
is translated into a single immediate transition
T RANSðgÞ ¼ ftgg and related arcs. These transi-
tions are connected with an output and an inhibitor
arc to place Y :dn. The function associated with both

arcs is < v1; . . . ; vk > representing the parametric
identifier of an event in class Y appearing in LðeÞ
(see Fig. 6b, 6c, and 6d):

8t 2 T RANSðgÞ : Post½t; Y :dn�
¼ Inh½t; Y :dn� ¼< v1; . . . ; vk > :

The transition(s) in T RANSðgÞ are also connected

with places Xi:dn as follows:

OR gate: Each transition tg;i has an input and an
output arc connected with place Xi:dn (see Fig. 6b).
The function fi labeling both arcs is fi ¼< x1;

. . . ; xni
> , i.e., a tuple of parameters corresponding

to the parametric identifier of an event in class Xi

appearing in LðeiÞ.

8tg;i 2 T RANSðgÞ : Pre½tg;i; Xi:dn�
¼ Post½tg;i; Xi:dn� ¼< x1; . . . ; xni

> :

Note that, in the case of an OR gate, the function fi is

independent of the nature of node ei (being a
replicator node in RE or not).

AND gate: Each place Xi:dn is connected to tg with

an input and an output arc (see Fig. 6c). The function
appearing on both arcs is defined in a different way
depending on the nature of the node ei. If ei 62 RE,
then fi ¼< x1; . . . ; xni

> . If instead ei 2 RE, then fi
is a tuple of ni functions < fi;1; . . . ; fi;ni

> defined as
follows: If xj is not declared in ei, fi;j ¼ xj; otherwise,
if xj is declared in ei, fi;j ¼ StypeðxjÞ, where S is the

synchronization function on class typeðxjÞ yielding the
whole set of values that parameter xj can take.

if ei 62 RE Pre½tg;Xi:dn�¼Post½tg;Xi:dn�¼<x1;...;xni>

if ei 2 RE Pre½tg;Xi:dn�¼Post½tg;Xi:dn�¼<fi;1;...;fi;ni>

where fi;j¼xj if xj not declared in ei; else fi;j¼StypeðxjÞ:

8<
:

(k:n) gate: Let e0 2 RE be the unique input event of g
with label Lðe0Þ ¼ Xðx1; . . . ; xh; . . . ; xnÞ and let xh be
the unique parameter which is declared in e0 (hence,
it is required that jtypeðxhÞj ¼ n). Transition tg
modeling g is connected to place X:dn with an input
and an output arc, with associated function f
defined as

f ¼< x1; . . . ;
X

j¼1;n�kþ1

xh;j; . . . ; xn >¼
X

j¼1;n�kþ1

fj;

fj ¼< x1; . . . ; xh;j; . . . ; xn > :

This function reflects the fact that the combination of
n events through a ðk : nÞ node corresponds to the
AND of any n� kþ 1 subset of such events (the sum
of tuples on the arc expresses the fact that transition
tg can fire only if n� kþ 1 tokens of different colors1

are present in place X:dn).

Pre½tg;X:dn� ¼ Post½tg;X:dn�
¼

X
j¼1;n�kþ1

< x1; . . . ; xh;j; . . . ; xn > :

Note that there are some particular cases that
deserve a discussion: 1) when k ¼ n, the ðk : nÞ gate
is equivalent to an OR gate and the sum of tuples
on the arcs connecting X:dn and tg contains only
one tuple; 2) when k ¼ 1, the ðk : nÞ gate is
equivalent to an AND gate, and the function f
(sum of n functions fj) can be replaced by a tuple
< x1; . . . ; StypeðxhÞ; . . . ; xn > ; finally, 3) when k ¼ 2
(as in the frequently used ð2 : 3Þ gate), the sum of
n� kþ 1 parameters

P
j¼1;n�kþ1 xh;j can be replaced

by StypeðxhÞ � x so that f becomes < x1; . . . ; StypeðxhÞ �
x; . . . ; xn > (function StypeðxhÞ � x stands for all
identifiers in class typeðxhÞ but one), or in other words
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Fig. 6. Translation rules.

1. A guard ½ðxh;1 6¼ xh;2Þ ^ ðxh;1 6¼ xh;3Þ ^ . . . ^ ðxh;n�k 6¼ xh;n�kþ1Þ� should
be associated with transition tg, to ensure that n� kþ 1 different failure
events in the class have occurred. However, the class of nets obtained from
the translation algorithm has the property of color safeness (i.e., each place
never contains two tokens with the same color), hence the guard is surely
satisfied by any enabled instance of tg.



jtypeðxhÞj � 1 ¼ n� 1 tokens with different identi-
fiers must be present in place X:dn for tg to fire. The
reason for distinguishing this last case will become
clear in Section 4.

Even if the OR and AND gates are particular
cases of the ðk : nÞ gate, it is not possible to replace
their translation rules with that of the ðk : nÞ gate
due to the assumption that all ðk : nÞ gates of a PFT
have a unique input, which must be a replicator
event, restriction not imposed to the other gates.

The SWN model obtained by applying the conversion
algorithm to the PFT of Fig. 3 is depicted in Fig. 7. The initial
empty marking of the net represents the multiprocessor
system when all components are working.

The translation rules presented in this section are not

simply the colored extension of those described in [6].

Indeed, the nets resulting from the two translation

procedures have a different structure when applied to the

same FT (perhaps resulting from the unfolding of a PFT).

The translation presented in this paper has the distin-

guished property that each marking always encodes all the

failures already occurred. The encoding property (not

retained in [6]) means that the places that carry a token in

a given marking convey the information that the corre-

sponding failure event has already happened. The encoding

property does not matter if the objective of the study is

limited to the evaluation of the probability of the TE, but

facilitates the validation of the model, the search for the

possible failure paths (e.g., MCS) at the state-space level and

the computation of their probabilities.

3.1 Equivalence between a PFT and the SWN
Obtained by Translation

The equivalence between a PFT and the corresponding

SWN, obtained by applying the rules of Section 3, refers to

the type of results (relevant to the dependability analysis)

that can be derived from the two models. From a

qualitative point of view, the equivalence between the

two models means that they provide the same list of MCS.

From a quantitative point of view, it means that they

provide the same results for the probability of the TE as

well as the probability of every MCS. These probabilities

must be derived under the same hypothesis of basic event

independence.

The MCS can be efficiently derived from the SWN

model, by applying a T-invariant computation algorithm

(described in Section 4). They can also be obtained by

resorting to reachability graph analysis. Although less

efficient, this method is discussed here because it will be

used in the context of the quantitative analysis.
Let m0 be the initial empty marking, and let T RS be the

tangible reachability set, obtained by applying the SWN

firing rules. The following properties can be proven:

. The places are color safe, that is, it is not possible for

two tokens of the same color to be present in the

same place (this property can be easily proved by
just observing that any transition instance that puts a

token of color c in a place p is inhibited by the

presence of a token of color c in p).
. jT RSj ¼ 2n, where n is the number of basic events in

the PFT. In fact, the SWN generates one tangible

state for each possible configuration of the Boolean

variables associated with the basic events. This is

reflected in the marking as follows: The places

representing basic event classes can contain any

subset of colored tokens corresponding to the class
identifiers and cannot contain more than one token

for each color. Notice that the marking of each basic

event class in place X:dn is independent from the

marking of all other basic event class places

X0:dn 6¼ X:dn. The marking of any place p, which

does not correspond to basic events, can be

computed in a deterministic way from the marking

of the set of places representing the basic events;
hence, the marking of these places does not

contribute to the state space size.
. The tangible reachability graph over the T RS is a

DAG: From a tangible marking m, only a greater

marking can be reached (tokens are never consumed

from the places, so that the token count in a marking
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can only increase). This is consistent with the
s-coherence property of the Boolean function repre-

sented by a FT.
. T RS can be partitioned into two mutually exclusive

and exhaustive subsets, T RSTE:dn¼0 and T RSTE:dn¼1,
corresponding to the system up and down states,
respectively.

From the partitioning of the T RS, the probability of the
system being up/down can be computed as follows:

PrðSystemUpÞ ¼
X

m2T RSTE:dn¼0

PrðmÞ ¼ 1� PrðSystem DownÞ

¼ 1�
X

m2T RSTE:dn¼1

PrðmÞ:

Under the hypothesis of independence of basic events,

PrðmÞ ¼
Y

eðidÞ2BE
P ðeðidÞ;mÞ;

P ðeðidÞ;mÞ¼ if hidi2m½e:dn� then PrðeðidÞÞ else 1�PrðeðidÞÞ:

The above probabilities can be easily computed for each
marking because the translation algorithm ensures that the
basic event failures that led to that state are encoded in the
marking.

The MCS of the system can also be derived from the
states in T RSTE:dn¼1. To this end, let occ eventsðmÞ be a
function that when applied to a marking of the SWN
returns the set of occurred basic events occ eventsðmÞ ¼
feðidÞ : hidi 2 m½e:dn� ^ e 2 BEg. Then:

MCS ¼ fev set : 9m 2 T RSTE:dn¼1

such that ev set ¼ occ eventsðmÞ ^
6 9m0 2 T RSTE:dn¼1

such that occ eventsðm0Þ � ev setg:

ð7Þ

There is a more efficient way of computing the MCS and

the probability of the system being up or down, based on

the generation of a subset ReducedT RS of tangible states.

ReducedT RS is the minimal set including all the up tangible

states and only the ”frontier” down states, that is the down

tangible states reachable from an up state through the firing

of one single timed transition and possibly a sequence of

immediate transitions.
Since the set of frontier down states in ReducedT RS

(with m½TE:dn� ¼ 1) includes the MCS, they can also be
derived from the reduced tangible reachability set using (7)
just replacing T RSTE:dn¼1 with ReducedT RSTE:dn¼1.

The interest in this last result resides in the fact that the
reduced set of tangible markings ReducedT RS can be
directly and effectively obtained from the SWN model by
enriching the net with a “web” of inhibitor arcs going from
place TE:dn to all the timed transitions in the model.

The discussion above would be of scarce value under the

hypothesis of independence of the basic events since more

efficient algorithms already exist (for example, those based

on BDDs) starting from the FT representation. If, however,

dependencies among basic events need to be included (as

those arising from load dependent failures, nonpermanent

faults, recovery, or repair actions), the state-space-based

methods become the only feasible alternative, and the above

discussion becomes relevant. In Section 5, such extended

analysis possibilities are presented in relation to the

running example.

4 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS THROUGH T-INVARIANT
COMPUTATION

Structural analysis offers a powerful tool for checking

qualitative properties of a PN model [16]. It has been shown

in [7] that an ordinary FT can be translated into a GSPN and

that their MCS can be characterized in terms of the

T-invariants of the corresponding GSPN. This technique

could be actually applied by unfolding the PFT, but with a

complete loss of any kind of parameterization for the

obtained MCS. For this reason, this section investigates to

which extent, T-invariant analysis can be applied directly to

the SWN model, in order to obtain parametric cut-sets as

those shown in Section 2.4.
The correspondence between T-invariants and MCS

relies on several results described in [17], [18]. The above
problem can be faced by considering how the empty
marking (i.e., the marking where each place has zero
tokens) may be reproduced. More specifically, the problem
of computing the MCS of an ordinary FT can be formulated
through the following steps (see [7] for more details):

1. modify the original GSPN by deleting inhibitor arcs
and self-loops;

2. add a sink transition to the output of the place
corresponding to TE;

3. on the modified GSPN, compute (minimal support)
T-invariants;

4. extract from the supports the timed transitions only
corresponding to the basic events of interest;

5. finally, filter out nonminimal sets of transitions.

Each obtained set corresponds to a MCS.
Informally, the above procedure allows for the con-

struction of a PN whose T-invariants represent firing
sequences that, starting from the empty marking, bring the
net back to the same situation. The construction of the
modified PN is such that the reproduction of the empty
marking is possible only by firing the sink transition
(representing the logical derivation of the TE) from a firing
sequence starting from source transitions (representing the
occurrence of basic events).

Since cut sets can be generalized to parametric cut sets

when a PFT is considered instead of an ordinary FT, the

question naturally arising is whether it is possible to obtain

parametric cut sets by means of T-invariant computation on

the SWN model, without resorting to unfolding. Unfortu-

nately, no general method for computing invariants on

High-Level Petri Nets is currently available, so that

unfolding constitutes, in some cases, the only possible

solution. However, in the restricted case in which the SWN

is such that there is no repetition of color classes in place

and transition color domains, an algorithm has been

proposed in [19] for computing invariants (and in particular

T-invariants) that are parameterized on the color classes of
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the net. The algorithm [19] is based on the transformation of

the SWN into different ”underlying” ordinary Petri nets on

which the actual invariant computation is performed.

Invariants of such nets are computed and then parameter-

ized on color classes, by taking into account the transforma-

tion applied; in particular, the support of a T-invariant will

result in a set of transitions whose parameters are relative to

the color classes involved in their firing.
The translation rules from a PFT to a SWN described in

Section 3 do not assure that the obtained SWN has the
required property of no repetition of color classes in place
and transition color domains. In particular, the translation
of a ðk : nÞ gate (Fig. 6d), will, in general, violate this
property, unless k ¼ 2, which is a special but very common
case, in practice.

More specifically, a SWN obtained from a PFT respects
the property of no repetition of color classes in place and
transition color domains and, thus, is in a form to which the
parametric T-invariant computation can be performed
according to [19], if the following conditions hold (as it
can be easily checked from Fig. 6):

1. Let e be a parametric event: All parameters of e must
be of different types (i.e., no parametric event with
more than one parameter of the same type exists).

2. Let g be an AND gate with output event e and input
events ei: The union of the parameters of e and of the
parameters of all ei that are not declared in ei must
result in a set of parameters of different type (i.e., in
the resulting set, no parameters of the same type
should appear more than once).

3. Let g be an OR gate with output event e and input
events ei: For each ei, the union of the parameters of
ei not declared in ei and of the parameters of e must
result in a set of parameters of different types (i.e.,
the condition is similar to that of the AND gate, but
it must hold for each ei, separately).

4. Let g be a ðk : nÞ gate with input event e0 and output
event e: The permitted case is restricted to k ¼ 2with
the same conditions imposed for the OR gate.

The constraints listed above are quite commonly verified
in practice. If they are violated, there is no guarantee that a
parametric computation can be actually performed and
standard techniques like ”decoloring” or (partial) unfolding
can be adopted in order to reduce the SWN to a net
satisfying the desired property.2 In the worst case, the SWN
must be completely unfolded losing the possibility of
parameterized invariant computation.

Let us illustrate the above algorithm on the running

example in the particular case when k ¼ 2, n ¼ 3, andm ¼ 2

(Table 2). We recall that in this case NS ¼ 3 and � ¼ ff1; 2g;
f1; 3g; f2; 3gg (i.e., �1 ¼ f1; 2g;�2 ¼ f1; 3g;�3 ¼ f2; 3g). The
translated SWN of Fig. 7 fulfills the “no color repetition”

property, with the arc labels from place S:dn to transition

t11 (and vice versa) rewritten as < S � i > . In order to

proceed to the T-invariant computation, the SWN has to be

modified by deleting inhibitor arcs, by removing the output

arc from a pair of input/output arcs connecting one place to

a transition (deleting self-loops) and by adding a sink

transition tTE in correspondence to the TE. Let us introduce

the following shorthand notation. Given a transition tði; jÞ
parametric on ði; jÞ with i 2 Ci (jCij ¼ ni) and j 2 Cj

(jCjj ¼ nj), let us define:Y
i2Ci

tði; jÞ ¼ tð1; jÞtð2; jÞ; . . . tðni; jÞ;
X
i2Ci

tði; jÞ ¼ tð1; jÞ þ tð2; jÞ þ . . . tðni; jÞ:

In the example, parametric T-invariant computation

produces the following supports:

�1 ¼ fB:f t14 tTEg;

�2 ¼
X3
h¼1

Y
i2�h

ðP:fðiÞ t8ðiÞ þ
Y
j2C2

D:fði; jÞ t20ðiÞ t17ðiÞ
 (

þMg:f M:fðiÞ t7ðiÞ t10ðiÞÞt11 t12 tTE

!)
:

Parametric cut sets can now be determined by extracting

from the above supports the set of source (timed) transitions

corresponding to basic events:

�0
1 ¼ B:f ;

�0
2 ¼

X3
h¼1

Y
i2�h

P :fðiÞ þ
Y
j2C2

D:fði; jÞ þMg:f M:fðiÞ
 ! !

:

By considering the correspondence between the source

timed transitions in the SWN and the set of basic events in

the PFT, the T-invariant computation produces exactly the

parameterized MCS reported in Table 2. A further step of

minimization is not required in this case, while it may be

necessary in the general case. By instantiating the para-

metric T-invariants, we could derive those of the GSPN

obtained by unfolding the SWN of Fig. 7.

5 PROPERTIES OF THE SWN SEMANTICS FOR PFT

An obvious merit of the SWN representation is that its

structural complexity (measured by the number of places

and transitions) does not depend on the number of elements

inside each color class. A reduced structural complexity is

an important issue of any Petri net model and facilitates the

model validation and its structural analysis (e.g., invariant

computation) [16].
The following discussion on the advantages that may be

obtained by defining a SWN semantics for PFT will be

illustrated on the running example and will focus on:

. the automatic application of reduction techniques
for SWN that preserve the performance and depend-
ability results;

. the modeling of special behaviors and the inclusion
of dependencies;

. the reduction of the state-space dimension obtained
by the adoption of the SWN formalism.
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5.1 Automatic Model Simplification

An important advantage of a SWN semantics for PFT is that
we can apply well-defined and automatic simplification
algorithms while preserving the original behavior.

The first simplification that may be applied to the

model of Fig. 7 is named decolorization [20], [21]. Here, we

will not recall the definitions and algorithms proposed in

the literature, but we provide a brief and intuitive

explanation, instead. Roughly speaking, the decolorization

of a SWN model consists in the detection and elimination

of redundant definitions and/or usage of color classes. In

our example, if we assume homogeneity among disk units

of a subsystem, i.e., the same failure rates, it may not be

relevant to know which disk unit fails; subsystem i fails if

all its disk units fail. In this case, color class C2

(representing the disks units of each subsystem) is

redundant since the variables bound to disk objects (j in

the model of Fig. 7) are used in arc inscriptions only to

select colored tokens. It is thus irrelevant to keep explicit

track of disk units identities since the only relevant (used)

information about this type of entities is their number. The

elimination of color class C2 reflects in the SWN model in

the initial marking of places whose color domain contains

C2 and in the arc inscriptions containing variables bound

to objects in C2. Furthermore, in order to preserve the

original time semantics, the decolorization requires a

redefinition of the rate of transition D:f that must be

dependent on the marking of place D:dn: Since the disk

units work in parallel configuration, transition D:f must

have an infinite server semantics.

The second automatic simplification that can be carried

out on the resulting SWN model is named structural

reduction. Structural reduction theory has been developed

with the goal of defining transformation of a Petri net model

into an equivalent model with fewer places and/or

transitions, thus decreasing its structural complexity. This

problem has been tackled by Berthelot for ordinary Petri

nets [22], [23], and has been discussed for colored Petri nets

by Haddad [24], Colom et al. [25], and Genrich [26]. Also, in

this case, we will not provide definitions and algorithms

from the original papers but rather we will give an intuition

of their application in our case. To illustrate the technique,

we refer to the model depicted in Fig. 7. Consider the firing

of transition M:f such that transition t7 becomes enabled.

When t7 fires, a token < tk >2 C1 is deposited in place

MM:dn that is immediately routed to place S:dn upon the

firing of transition t10. We can therefore avoid using both

transition t10 and place MM:dn and put the token < tk >

directly in place S:dn upon the firing of transition t7.

Generalizing this example, we delete every pair of places

and transitions whose purpose is only to “pass forward” the

tokens after the firing of an immediate transition; this

reduction does not affect the global model behavior.

The automatic application of the decolorization algo-

rithm and the structural reduction techniques on the model

of Fig. 7 yields the SWN depicted in Fig. 8 which is

equivalent to the previous one but with fewer places and

transitions.

5.2 Modeling Dependencies

One of the main advantages of translating a PFT into a SWN
is the possibility of including various kinds of statistical
dependencies, as illustrated in the following taking as a
base the already simplified SWN of Fig. 8.

5.2.1 Modeling State Dependencies

As far as reliability analysis is concerned, all the states for

which place TE:dn is marked can be treated as absorbing

states. To model this type of dependency, it suffices to

assign a state dependent rate to the timed transitions

modeling the basic events such that the rates are set to zero

as soon as place TE:dn becomes marked. Alternatively, an

inhibitor arc can be added from place TE:dn to each model

transition, thus implementing a rate equal to zero for timed

transitions when place TE:dn is marked. This modeling

alternative is preferable since it has the beneficial side effect

of reducing the model state space.

As a further example of state dependency, let us consider

the following case. Each subsystem can fail due to one of the

following causes: all the disk units fail, both the local
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memory and the shared memory fail, or the processor fails.

When subsystem i fails for one of the three possible failure

events, it could be appropriate to rule out the remaining

two possibilities that are no more allowed to realize. This

dependency can be expressed in terms of failure rates, by

setting the failure rate to zero of disks, processors, and local

memories of subsystem i when one of these components

fails. In terms of SWN models, it suffices to assign a state

dependent rate to the timed transitions modeling the basic

events of subsystem i setting them to zero when place S:dn

is marked with token < i > . Alternatively, the same

behavior may be achieved by adding an inhibitor arc,

labeled by the inscription < i > , from place S:dn to

transitions P:f , M:f , and D:f . Also, in this case, the use

of inhibitor arcs is preferable since it reduces the size of the

state space.

5.2.2 Modeling Spare Operating Mode

A typical source of dependency is a warm/cold spare (or

stand-by) operating mode. This kind of dependency is also

a major concern in Dynamic FT [4], [10]. As an example, let

us consider the cold spare operating mode for the disk units in

which only one disk is operational at any given time, being

the other ones in cold stand-by. If the operating disk fails,

then one among the available spares is chosen to replace the

faulty component. To suitably model this type of depen-

dency, no structural modifications of the SWN are needed,

but it suffices to set the rate of transition D:f to the value of

the failure rate of a single disk unit and to impose a single

server semantics.

5.2.3 Modeling Partial Repair

Faulty components may be repaired. We consider this

option only for the disk units. A single repair facility is

assigned to each subsystem and the disk repair rate is

denoted by �. The availability of a disk repair facility does

not prevent the failure of subsystem i and, in case of the

failure of subsystem i, its repair facility becomes unavail-

able. To model the repair service for disk units, a timed

transition named D:repair has to be added to the model. It

has one input place (D:dn) with arc inscription < i > and

one inhibitor arc from place D:dn with inscription

jC2j� < i > ; its rate is equal to � with single server

semantics. Also, in this case, it is possible to consider a

state dependent repair rate or multiple repair facilities for

each subsystem without any modification at the net level,

but by just redefining the rate of transition D:repair and/or

its server semantics.

The scenario illustrated in Sections 5.2.1 (spare operating

mode) and 5.2.3 (disk unit repair) is represented in Fig. 9.

The SWN of Fig. 9 will be considered in the sequel for

numerical evaluations. Inhibitor arcs are used to represent

state dependencies. The system unreliability can be ex-

pressed as PrðSystem DownÞ ¼ PfMðTE:dnÞ ¼ 1g.

5.2.4 Modeling Global Repair: Availability Analysis

When the system is globally repairable, its behavior

becomes cyclic and the probability of the system to be in

a working state at time t provides the system availability.

The presence of a global repair from the faulty state to the

initial state entails the presence of dependencies that

usually destroy the possibility of modularizing the FT in

independent modules, and demands for a state-space-based

analysis.

The global system repair is represented by adding a

timed transition TE:repair whose only input place is

TE:dn; the rate of the repair transition may depend on the

components that have caused the faults, whose identity is

encoded in the marking. Upon firing of transition TE:repair

there are several mechanisms to change the state of the

model to the initial marking. One possibility is the

definition of a special “reset” transition whose firing

semantics differs from the ordinary SWN firing: Each time

a “reset” transition is enabled, it may fire and the firing

changes the model state to the initial marking: GreatSPN

[27] includes reset transitions. A second possibility is the

definition of “flush arcs:” when a transition fires, the

marking of places connected by means of a “flush arc” are

emptied; in our context transition, TE:repair should be

connected through a flush arc to every place in the model.
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Fig. 9. SWN model of complex system setting.



The last choice is to add suitable high priority immediate

transitions that empty the marking of each place in the

SWN model in order to return to the initial empty marking

(in other words, these immediate transitions implement the

function of flush arcs draining tokens from places one by

one, in zero time).
So far, only basic components and global system repair

have been considered, but it is also conceivable to have

subsystem repair. Subsystem repair poses some additional
problem, especially in case of shared basic events: an

example of subsystem repair model can be found in [28],
while a discussion of possible subsystem repair semantics

and corresponding translation into the SWN model can be

found in [29].

5.3 Aggregation of the State Space

A further advantage of the SWN semantics for PFT is the
automatic aggregation of the model state space. The SWN

formalism was introduced in [12] with the aim of alleviating

the state-space explosion problem that often undermines
the Petri net based modeling and analysis approach. For

this purpose, restrictions on color domains, arc functions,

and initial marking were imposed that led to the definition
of the symbolic marking concept. A symbolic marking may be

viewed as a ”high-level” description of sets of actual

markings; they are expressed in terms of sets of colors
instead of actual colors.

In general, the number of lumped states generated by a

SWN models, that are used in the computation of the state

probabilities, is much smaller than the number of states
generated by the GSPN model resulting from the SWN

unfolding. This induces drastic savings in the computa-

tional effort and allows a much larger set of system
configurations to be studied.

As an example, Table 3 reports the ratio (that we name

aggregation factor) between the number of states for the

GSPN model obtained by unfolding the SWN model of
Fig. 9 and the number of states the SWN model.

The models represent the multiprocessor system with

m ¼ 2 (two disks per processor) and a variable number of

subsystems n with k ¼ bn2c þ 1.
The column headers in Table 3 have the following

meaning: n gives the number of considered subsystems,

jTRGj=jTSRGj is the aggregation factor for the tangible

states, jVRGj=jV SRGj is the aggregation factor for the
vanishing states, and jARGj=jASRGj is the aggregation

factor for the absorbing states.

The absolute number of ordinary GSPN states increases
rapidly as a function of n. For the data presented in Table 3,
it ranges from 432 (for n ¼ 3) to 273; 134; 592 (for n ¼ 9) for
the tangible states, from 1; 558 to 1; 727; 580; 448 for the
vanishing states, and from 1; 250 to 992; 884; 256 for the
absorbing states.

The results presented give an idea on the reduction in the
state-space size achievable when using SWNs. If the
n subsystems or the m disks were not identical (had
different failure rates), then the reduced state space would
have been larger; however, as long as there are subsets of
events within each class sharing the same occurrence
probability, it is still possible to have some reduction. In
practice, this can be implemented by partitioning the color
classes of the SWNmodel into static subclasses and assigning
a different failure rate to different subclasses. A similar
extension could be embedded also into the PFT formalism
to allow different failure rates within an event class and
easily included in the PTF to SWN translation algorithm.

5.4 A Numerical Example

For the case study defined in Fig. 9, we assign the parameter
values listed in Table 4, assuming constant failure rates for
the basic components and constant repair rate for the disk
units. The PrðSystem DownÞ has been evaluated as a
function of the time on a 30 months time window, and
has been plotted using a logarithmic scale for the vertical
axis. In Fig. 10a, the PrðSystem DownÞ has been calculated
for n ¼ 5 subsystems and k ranging from 1 to n. The figure
shows the dramatic decrease in the system unreliability for
increasing values of the redundancy factor k, but also
suggests a suitable value of k beyond which the reliability
gain is negligible.

In Fig. 10b, we compare various values of n with
k ¼ bn2c þ 1. In Fig. 11a, we finally compare the parallel
versus the cold stand-by operating mode for the disk unit
with m ¼ 2, for constant n ¼ 5 and k ¼ 3. As expected, the
stand-by operating mode proves to be superior.

Fig. 11b shows the system availability as a function of
time for a system without a disk repair facility and with
global repairing. We considered three different mean time
to repair (MTTR—one day, one week, and one month); all
curves tend to the steady-state value for the system
availability defined as PfMðTE:dnÞ ¼ 0g. The above dis-
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TABLE 3
Aggregation Factors for the SWN Model of the

Multiprocessor for a Variable Number of Subsystems
with Two Disk Units Per Processor

TABLE 4
Parameters of the Multiprocessor System Model



cussion of numerical results aims at proving the viability of
the proposed approach, not at a complete characterization
of the dependability of the multiprocessor system, which is
outside the scope of this paper.

All numerical results were obtained with the GreatSPN
package [27] on a PC Pentium III equipped with 128 MBytes
of main memory and running Solaris 5.7 operating system.
The numerical transient solution of the lumped Markov
chain associated with the SWN model is based on a
randomization technique.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The dependability analysis of large safety-critical systems
can be conveniently supported by a clever combination of a
widely used combinatorial technique, like FT, with a more
powerful state-space-based technique like Markov chains or
Stochastic Petri nets. In this framework, the first part of the
paper has defined a new FT formalism, called Parametric
Fault Tree, in which parameters can be attached to events to
reach a more compact representation in the case of
replicated components or subsystems. An algorithm has
been provided for the qualitative analysis of a PFT,
computing a list of parametric cut sets.

Since the PFT is still a combinatorial model, in order to

include statistical dependencies, the second part of the

paper has provided an algorithm to convert a PFT into a

SWN. This conversion achieves the following main results:

1. The SWN model provides a versatile tool to include
behavioral dependencies as well as parameter
dependencies.

2. The same information obtainable from the qualita-
tive analysis of the PFT (the list of cut sets) can be
obtained by the structural analysis of the SWN
through T-invariant computation.

3. The SWN formalism exploits the symmetries in the
system so that it reduces the structural complexity of
the net and generates directly the underlying
Markov chain in a lumped form, thus obtaining a
further computational saving.

The paper has evidenced the above assertions through a

running example of a multiprocessor system. More exam-

ples taken from industrial case studies have been presented

in [28], [30]. A tool [31] has been implemented to perform

the automatic translation of PFTs into SWNs which will

allow for the experimentation with large examples.
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Fig. 10. (a) Probability of system failure as a function of time for (a) different k values and n ¼ 5 and (b) for different n values with k ¼ bn2c þ 1.

Fig. 11. (a) Probability of system failure as a function of time for disks operating in parallel or spare mode and (b) system availability as a function of

time for three different average global repair times.



Some extensions are in progress, in particular, to allow
more complex ðk : nÞ gates with an arbitrary number of
input events, both replicators and nonreplicators, to relax
the assumption that the event identifiers contained in the
labels of the nodes are completely parametric, and to
allow the specification of different event failure rates
within a class. With respect to current research work
aimed at including in the FT representation new gates
with local dependencies (referred to as DynamicFT in [4],
[10]), our approach has the merit of proposing a more
compact FT structure through parameterization and its
translation into a high-level PN formalism as SWN which
provides a lumped state space reducing the computational
complexity of the analysis. We expect further advantages
by coupling the technique proposed in this paper with a
preliminary modularization of the FT into minimal
subtrees containing dependences [13], [9], [10].

APPENDIX

PFT FORMAL DEFINITION

A PFT is a 10-tuple

F ¼ ðT ; EC; I ; E;P;L;R;G;GT ;D;AÞ;

where:

. T ¼ fT 1; . . . ; T kg is a set of finite and disjoint
nonempty sets called types;

. EC ¼ E1; . . . ; Em is a set of event classes, BEC � EC is
the subset of basic event classes;

. I : EC !
N

T [ � is a function associating to each
event class E the set of event identifiers within the
class expressed as Cartesian product of types from
T . Hence, if IðEÞ ¼ T i1 � . . .� T in , then the identi-
fier of an event within class E is a n-tuple
ðj1; . . . ; jnÞ : jk 2 T ik . If IðEÞ ¼ �, then there is only
one event in that class and there is no need to
identify it. An event in a PFT is uniquely identified
using the following notation Eðj1; . . . ; jnÞ, where
E 2 EC; ðj1; . . . ; jnÞ 2 IðEÞ. If IðEÞ ¼ �, the unique
event in class E is EðÞ, but it is denoted E, for short.
The class of all events is denoted EV.

. E is the set of event nodes: from the structure of the
PFT, it is possible to identify a subset of events, the
basic events BE and one event TE called top event.

. P : fðp; T iÞ; T i 2 T g a set of typed parameters to be
used in the event node labels. A parametric event in
classE :IðEÞ¼T i1�. . .� T in is denotedEðv1; . . . ; vnÞ,
where the vk are parameters 8k; ðvk; T ikÞ 2 P. Para-
metric events represent a generic event in that class.
PE is the set of all possible parametric events (given
EC, I , and P).

. L : E ! EV [ PE is a function assigning to each event
node a label denoting a (possibly parametric) event.
For the sake of presentation simplicity (in particular
concerning the translation of a PFT into a SWN), we
introduce the following constraint on the event
identifiers actually allowed as labels: Nonparametric
identifiers are allowed as labels only if the corre-
sponding class E contains only one event (IðEÞ ¼ �);
otherwise, a parametric identifier must be used in
the label.

. R : BEC ! IRþ is a function assigning to each basic
event class E a failure rate (common to all basic
events in the class and interpreted as the parameter
of an exponentially distributed time to failure).

. G is the set of gate nodes, they can be of different
type (see function GT ).

. GT : G ! fAND; OR; ðk : nÞg is a function assigning
the type of gate in the PFT (where ðk : nÞ actually
stands for several types, differing in the actual value
of k and n with k � n).

. D : E ! 2P , defines the event nodes where para-
meters are declared. The event nodes where at least
one parameter is declared are called replicator
events (we denote the set of replicator event nodes
asRE ¼ fe : DðeÞ 6¼ ;). The cardinality of a replicator
event e is defined as jej ¼

Q
ðp;T iÞ2DðeÞ jT ij.

There are some constraints on the way para-
meters are declared, to ensure that the PFT is
consistent:

. TE 62 RE:

. All parameters in P must satisfy the following
properties:

1. let e1; e2 2 RE and let e2 be reachable from e1,
then Dðe1Þ \ Dðe2Þ ¼ ; that is, a parameter
cannot be declared in multiple events laying
on the same path from the top event to some
basic event. Without loss of generality, we
are evenmore restrictive, requiring that each
parameter is declared in one and only one
event node (this can be easily achieved
anyway by renaming some parameter).

2. 8e 2 RE, 8p 2 DðeÞ, p may appear only in
the nodes that can reach e (or in the nodes of
the subtree originated by e in the tree
structure interpretation); moreover, it must
appear in at least one node in this subtree
(this, when combined with the next require-
ment, implies that p surely appears in e).

3. 8e0 such that p appears in Lðe0Þ, the path �
connecting e0 to the e 2 RE : p 2 DðeÞ satis-
fies the following property: each node e00

traversed by � (including e) has parameter p
in its label.

These constraints avoid the possibility of hidden
ambiguities in the definition of events: this
becomes evident on the unfolding of the PFT.

. arcs : ðE � GÞ [ ðG � EÞdefine the structure of the PFT
(a bipartite, DAG—Directed Acyclic Graph). We
adopt the logic circuit interpretation of arc orientation
so that arcs from an event node to a gate node
represent an input to the logical gate, while arcs from
a gate to an event node represent the logical gate
output. The reverse arc orientation instead corre-
sponds to a tree structure interpretation of the fault tree.
The connection between nodes allows to recognize
the top event: TE ¼ e 2 E : 6 9g s:t: ðe; gÞ 2 A.

Basic event nodes are nodes with no incoming arcs in the

DAG: BE � fe 2 E : 6 9ðg; eÞ 2 Ag. Graphically, the basic

event nodes are highlighted by a circle next to the event
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node box. However, there might be other nodes with no

incoming arcs in the DAG that are not basic events: This is

required to guarantee a consistent definition of derived

events (events e 62 BE). To avoid multiple and possibly

inconsistent definitions of the same event in a PFT, we

require that for any event class E 62 BEC, one and only one

subtree appears in the PFT defining (in parametric form)

any event in that class.
Let e be the event node with (possibly parametric) label

LðeÞ ¼ Eði1; . . . ; imÞ defining the events in class E (i.e., such

that 9g : ðg; eÞ 2 A). We require that for any other node e0

such that3 classðeÞ ¼ classðe0Þ ^ e 6¼ e0; 6 9g : ðg; e0Þ 2 A. The

definition of the event represented by e0 is implicitly

assumed as equal to the definition given by the subgraph

of nodes connected to e (or by the subtree of root e in the tree

structure interpretation), up to a renaming of the parameters

appearing in LðeÞ into the corresponding parameters

appearing in Lðe0Þ. Hence, the basic event nodes can be

distinguished from the other terminal nodes as follows:

BE ¼ fe 2 E : 6 9e0; g : classðeÞ ¼ classðe0Þ ^ ðg; e0Þ 2 Ag.
The following constraints are imposed over A:

. The top event must be unique.

. A node cannot reach itself (no cycles: it is a DAG).

. 8g2 G: 1) 9!e2EnBE :ðg; eÞ2A; 2) 9fei2E; i21; . . . ;m
: ðei; gÞ 2 Ag, moreover, if m ¼ 1, then e1 2 RE.
Finally, if GT ðgÞ ¼ ðk : nÞ, then there is only one
input node to g, which is a replicator representing n
nodes.

. All nodes must be reachable from the top event (i.e.,
there are no isolated subtrees).

. For ensuring consistency, we require that each
derived (i.e., not basic) event class be defined exactly
once in the PFT:

8E 2ECnBEC; 9!e 2 E s:t: classðeÞ¼E ^ 9g : ðg; eÞ2A:
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